MAKE BEAUTIFUL THINGS
We’ll Show You How
WELCOME to STAMPIN’ UP!®

COLLECTIONS
Products in this brochure are bundled for easy ordering.

TIPS
See tips to help you have a fun crafting experience.

VIDEOS
Visit youtube.com/stampinup for project guidance.

ORDERING
Order through your demonstrator or stampinup.com/shop-ca
New to Stamping?

CLING
Stamps made of red rubber and a layer of foam for detailed images

PHOTOPOLYMER
Stamps that make it easy to see where you’re stamping
Captivating COORDINATION

We offer coordinating ink, paper, and accessories to make creating easy. No guesswork needed—we’ve done it for you. Choose one product you like, such as the Four Season Floral Stamp Set, explore the coordinating products, and you’re all set!

Like the look shown here? Check out the coordinating products on p. 10–13 in the annual catalogue.
**FOUR SEASON FLORAL Cards**

155422 $62.25

OR PURCHASE INDIVIDUAL PRODUCTS:

1. **FOUR SEASON FLORAL STAMP SET**
   Photopolymer • 152801 $18.00
   7 stamps (images shown below).

2. **CLEAR BLOCK D**
   118485 $11.50
   Temporarily position stamps on block.
   2-7/8" x 2-11/16" (7.3 x 6.8 cm).

3. **FLOWERS FOR EVERY SEASON CARDS & MORE**
   153184 $13.50
   10 card fronts, 10 note cards, 10 envelopes.
   Folded card size: 4-1/4" x 3-1/4" (10.8 x 8.3 cm).

4. **CLASSIC STAMPIN’ SPOTS®**
   153182 $8.25
   2 pads: 1 each of 2 colours. 1" (2.5 cm) each.
   Just Jade, Magenta Madness

5. **STAMPIN’ SEAL**
   152813 $11.00
   Double-sided permanent adhesive roller.
   16.4 yards (15 m) each.

---

**FOR YOU**
**THANK YOU**

**HAPPY BIRTHDAY**

**FOUR SEASON FLORAL**
Available in French • Stamp artwork shown at 100%
Simply SUPERB

Stampin’ Up!’s high-quality stamp sets include a variety of images that work together. Two-Step Stampin’® sets such as Cute Fruit allow you to layer images in multiple colours.

These projects use the simple stamping off technique, where you create variations in colour by stamping multiple times without reinking the stamp. See videos about this technique and more at youtube.com/stampinup.

Photopolymer stamps stay adhered to the blocks and are easy to clean. Place stamps on both sides of the clear block for quick stamping.
CUTE FRUIT Cards & Tags
155420 $79.75

OR PURCHASE INDIVIDUAL PRODUCTS:

1. CUTE FRUIT STAMP SET
Photopolymer • 153301 $22.00
17 stamps (images shown below).

2. CLEAR BLOCK D
118485 $11.50
Temporarily position stamps on block.
2-7/8” x 2-11/16” (7.3 x 6.8 cm).

3. WHISPER WHITE
8-1/2" X 11" CARDSTOCK
100730 $13.25
40 sheets.

4. CLASSIC STAMPIN’ SPOTS ASSORTMENT
153183 $33.00
8 pads: 1 each of 8 colours. 1” (2.5 cm) each.
Basic Gray, Coastal Cabana, Daffodil Delight, Flirty Flamingo, Gorgeous Grape, Granny Apple Green, Real Red, Shaded Spruce
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Use adhesive foam Stampin' Dimensionals® to add a pop of dimension to your projects. Get specific cardstock cutting measurements online at youtube.com/stampinup.

Watercolor Pencils are an easy way to add colour to your projects. Use alone or with water for a watercolour look.

VAST Versatility
Take a stamp set and customize it by adding your favourite colours. Fun images like these can be used all year long. There’s no limit to what you can do.
ZANY ZEBRAS Cards
155419 $81.50

OR PURCHASE INDIVIDUAL PRODUCTS:

1. ZANY ZEBRAS STAMP SET
   Cling • 152536 $26.00
   11 stamps (images shown below).

2. CLEAR BLOCK D
   118485 $11.50
   Temporarily position stamps on block.
   2-7/8" x 2-11/16" (7.3 x 6.8 cm).

3. WHISPER WHITE
   8-1/2" X 11" CARDSTOCK
   100730 $13.25
   40 sheets.

4. TUXEDO BLACK MEMENTO PAD
   132708 $8.25
   General purpose ink.

5. WATERCOLOR PENCILS ASSORTMENT 2
   149014 $17.00
   10 pencils for colouring stamped images.
   Balmy Blue, Cajun Craze, Cherry Cobbler, Coastal Cabana,
   Crushed Curry, Flirty Flamingo, Garden Green,
   Gorgeous Grape, Granny Apple Green, Night of Navy

6. STAMPIN’ DIMENSIONALS
   104430 $5.50
   Double-sided adhesive foam dots.

IT’S TIME TO CELEBRATE
YOU PARTY ANIMAL
WILD ABOUT YOU!

HAPPY BIRTHDAY
KICK UP YOUR HEELS!

ZANY ZEBRAS
Stamp artwork shown at 100%
PERFECT
Party
Crafting is a perfect excuse to bring your buddies together. Get together with your friends and have fun creating. Your demonstrator can provide ideas and assistance.

Use the brush end of a marker to colour the stamp. Once you’re done colouring, breathe on the stamp to remoisten the ink and stamp the image.

Add fun coordination by drawing lines on your envelope with the marker. See videos about using markers and more at youtube.com/stampinup.
HOORAY TO YOU Cards & Envelopes
155421 $68.75

OR PURCHASE INDIVIDUAL PRODUCTS:

1. HOORAY TO YOU STAMP SET
Cling • 152533 $23.00
6 stamps (images shown below).

2. CLEAR BLOCK E
118484 $16.25
Temporarily position stamps on block.
3-7/16” x 4-7/16” (8.7 x 11.3 cm).

3. WHISPER WHITE NOTE CARDS & ENVELOPES
131527 $9.50
20 cards and 20 envelopes.
Folded card: 5” x 3-1/2” (12.7 x 8.9 cm).
Envelope: 5-1/8” x 3-5/8” (13 x 9.2 cm).

4. 2020–2022 IN COLOR™ STAMPIN’ WRITE MARKER ASSORTMENT
153125 $20.00
5 dual-tipped markers: brush tip for colouring, fine tip for writing.
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Keen
ON KITS
All-inclusive kits include instructions and are one of the simplest ways to get started with Stampin’ Up! Try one and see how easy it is!
SIMPLY CITRUS All-Inclusive Card Kit • 15 CARDS
153128 $44.00

Makes 15 cards, 3 each of 5 designs, using the included Simply Citrus Photopolymer Stamp Set and ink. Folded card size: 4-1/4" x 5-1/2" (10.8 x 14 cm). Includes 9-1/4" x 9-1/4" x 1-7/8" (23.5 x 23.5 x 4.8 cm) printed cardboard box. Available in French.

Available in French • Stamp artwork shown at 100%
YOUR ONE-STOP BOX™ for creativity

New projects monthly
All-inclusive and ready to assemble
Fun & easy

SUBSCRIBE FOR JUST
$30/month (shipping included)
No risk. Suspend or cancel anytime. Contact your demonstrator or visit paperpumpkin.com.
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1. PAPER TRIMMER
152392 $34.00
Portable, durable Paper Trimmer. Extra-wide 7-3/4” (19.7 cm) cutting base with extendable 17" (43 cm) ruler for large projects.

2. PAPER SNIPS
103579 $13.50
High-quality scissors, sharp all the way to the end of the thin, 2-1/2" (6.4 cm) length blades.

3. STAMPIN’ SEAL
152813 $11.00
Double-sided permanent adhesive roller for adhering cardstock and ribbon. 16.4 yards (15 m).

4. MINI GLUE DOTS®
103683 $7.25
Instant dots of adhesive. 300 dots. 3/16" (5 mm).

5. SIMPLY SHAMMY
147042 $11.00
Keep stamps clean. Just add water, then wipe stamps on the shammy. 5" x 7" (12.7 x 17.8 cm).

LEGAL

PROPRIETARY RIGHTS
The contents of this catalogue are protected by federal trademark and copyright registrations. Reproduction of the catalogue or any portion thereof is strictly prohibited. Purchasers of Stampin’ Up! products are authorized to sell hand-stamped artwork made with our copyrighted designs only in accordance with Stampin’ Up!’s Angel Policy, a copy of which can be found on the Stampin’ Up! website at stampinup.com/termsofuse_ca, or obtained from a Stampin’ Up! demonstrator. Permission is not granted to mechanically reproduce stamped images.

ORDERING
All products in this catalogue may be purchased through a Stampin’ Up! demonstrator. Demonstrators are independent contractors and are not employees of Stampin’ Up! To help your demonstrator ensure accuracy in taking your order, always include item number, description, and price of each item ordered. Your demonstrator will provide you with two copies of your order. Please retain these copies for your personal records. You have a right to cancel your order within 10 days of placing it. Ask your demonstrator for more details.

For specific details regarding delivery, product guarantees, exchanges, and refunds as well as a special limitation that may apply on discontinued or defective products, please see the Stampin’ Up! website at stampinup.com/termsofuse_ca.

TRADEMARK OWNERSHIP
Glue Dots is a registered trademark of Glue Dots International, LLC. In Color, One Stop Box, and Paper Pumpkin are trademarks, and Inspire. Create. Share., Stampin’ Dimensionals, Stampin’ Spot, Stampin’ Up! and the Stampin’ Up! box logo, and Two-Step Stampin’ are registered trademarks of Stampin’ Up!, Inc.
Beginner Brochure Sales Period:
June 3, 2020–May 3, 2021
Product availability may be limited toward the end of the sales period.

Come together with a group of friends—and your demonstrator—for an unforgettable crafting experience.